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AbslraCI: Bedrock lopography bUried under allu~lUm causes Bougcr gm~ily anomalics.
Anomalies ovcr large pOlholes iradius grcatcr than 20 mel res) should be deleemble by surf;lcc
measuremcnlS blll anomalies o\cr linu:slOnc pinnacles "'ill be 100 small (by up 10 an ordcr or
magnitude) to dct~'C1.

INTRODUCTION

To date geophysical mcthods have seldom becn used in exploration for alluvial tin
deposits within Malaysia because they do not directly indicate the presence of tin und
because for shallow deposits Banka drilling provides a cheap source of information not
only on the structure of the deposit but also directly of the tin grades. However as the
shallow deposits are exhausted exploration will become more problematical and more
expensive and geophysical surveys may well prove viable particularly for oITshore or
for deep deposits for which the drilling costs are liable to be very high, The geophysical
methods which will probably prove most valuable in positioning boreholes and in
correlating between holes in exploration for onshore lllluvial deposits are seismic
refraction and resistivity surveys, but as a quicker and cheaper method gravity surveys
may provide valuable auxiliary information and in cases of extreme bedrock
topography or at granite contacts gravity surveys themselves may prove sufficient in
locating areas of probable deposits. Two particular possible applications of gravity
surveys to alluvial tin exploration are investigated here: the detection of potholes which
might hold rich tin concentrates (for example see Aw, 1981) and thc dctection of
limestone pinnacles which might cause problems for dredging operations. Both
structures represent local lateral density variations which effect lhe value of gravity
measured at the surface while the ability of gravity surveys to locate the structures
depends on the reduced measurements being sensitive enough to deteci thesc
variations.
GEOPHYSICAL MODELS AND EXPECTED
ANOMALY AMPLITUDES

Geological bodies arc usually irregular in shape and 10 compute their gravity fields
analytically if their exact shape and position are known is quite a complex problem, but
the amplitude and general rlll"ln "rlhe ;lIwmalie"l'an he more c:lsih cak"lI1;ltcd if the
bodies arc approximated by geometrically simple forms, As limestone is denscr than
alluvium a suitable geophysical model for a limestone pinnacle surrounded by
alluvium is a vertical cylinder of excess mass, and similal'ly that for a pothole is a
vertical cylinder of deficient mass (sec figure I). The gravity anomaly is positivc over
the pinnacle and negative over the pothole and in both cases the peak values occurover

